THE INDUSTRIAL INTERNET OF THINGS &
INDUSTRY 4.0 IN GRAVITY DIE CASTING
The competitive gains realized by
increased and consistent visibility,
accuracy and data driven insights
on foundry equipment and casting
processes results are to important
to ignore.
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IIoT provides benefits across
four key areas:

ARTICLE TAKEAWAYS:
1. Benefits of IIoT: Increases efficiency, new business models, new revenue
streams, risk management
2. Why foundries need to adopt IIoT and how to get started

But has it? The Internet has
changed most things in our daily
lives. We no longer read paper
books, we read an iPad. We
no longer buy records or CDs,
we listen to our iPhone. We no
longer read newspaper, we read
Facebook. We no longer watch
cable TV, we watch Apple TV. We
no longer shop at the mall, we
shop on Amazon. We no longer
talk on the phone, we Skype, text,
or email.

that are distinct items capable
of being easily counted, touched
or seen. In theory, a discrete
product can be broken down at
the end of its lifecycle so its basic
components can be recycled. In
most discrete casting cells today
the PLC (Programmable Logic
Control) is not connected to the
Internet.

Foundries today are facing the new
world of IIoT (Industrial Internet
of Things) and Industry 4.0 or
With all the changes internet
the fourth Industrial Revolution
technology has brought us, most
and these hyped up dreams
foundries today use the twentieth are quickly becoming reality.
century discrete manufacturing
Regardless of what devices are
method. Discrete manufacturing
sensored, connected, integrated,
is an industry term for the
IIoT will continue to expand and
manufacturing of finished products change processes for casting.
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• Increased Efficiency
Foundries can capture more
data about their processes
and products through the use
of technologies such as sensors.
In some cases, the data collected
will provide valuable information
to transform business practices
or make real-time decisions.
• New Business Models
New services and products
are emerging, enabling new
approaches to creating value
for customers. The IIoT allows
automation of some processes
that can improve time-to-market,
measure performance and
rapidly respond to customer
needs.
• New Revenue Streams
New models open up new
sources of revenue. The IIoT
can help to monetize additional
services on top of existing
products.
• Risk Management &
Safety Compliance
By identifying areas that require
attention, the IIoT can help
reduce risk and monitor safety
protocol adherence. Machines
can learn to monitor and audit
compliance procedures, flagging
irregularities and issues much
more quickly than humans can.

foundry manager can fit all
the pieces together to achieve
zero breakdowns, continuous
improvement, and RxM. The
foundry manager must see the
entire casting process holistically.
From the value chain there are
four categories: obtaining accurate
data, translating the data into
information, gleaning knowledge
from the information, and
developing an action plan from the
knowledge gleaned.
The value chain illustrates
how sensors on smart foundry
equipment are used to monitor the
causes for a machine to no longer
contribute to the process. In other
words, failure does not mean that
the machine stops working, it
means that it is not contributing to
the process as designed. Condition
Foundries in the USA have been slow to adapt to robotics and advanced monitoring and predictive
technology can detect when the
automation. Imagine a foundry with IIoT using robots, drones, voice
powered artificial intelligence (AI) and virtual reality solutions to increase machine is not performing within
specified parameters giving the
safety, quality, productivity, and bottom line results. IIoT could allow a
foundry manager time to take
foundry to operate with no unscheduled downtime, in other words
action.
no BREAKDOWNS.
How do we achieve no unscheduled down time? In the past all foundries
used reactive maintenance. Run a piece of foundry equipment until
it stops then repair it. We still see this in high volume automotive
foundries today when JIT suppliers cannot take the time to do preventive
maintenance and must react when a machine fails. IIoT will change the
way foundries do maintenance by moving from reactive/preventive/
predictive maintenance to prescriptive maintenance (RxM). RxM will
allow analytics to show that a piece of equipment is headed for trouble
and prescribe prioritized, pre-determined, expert driven mitigation or
repair. Foundries will have to abandon their old habits such as reactive/
preventive maintenance and be prepared to act on detailed information
that predicts machine failure.

Foundry managers can move their
foundry to PdM and prepare for
RxM and for the adoption of IIoT
by doing three simple things.

Will Goetz’s (Emerson) Reliability Value Chain illustrates how the

Continued on page 14
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• Prepare the foundry to
be proactive
• Establish and integrate the
condition mentoring program
with your maintenance
management process
• Implement continuous
improvement

Top performing companies using RxM via IIoT, like
Emerson and GE, have strong machinery reliability with
low maintenance cost simultaneously. Foundry managers
currently focus on the most attention grabbing issue
while process availability suffers. Because most foundry
equipment failures occur at random equipment age
intervals, a time based preventive maintenance activity
can allow a breakdown, resulting in more downtime than
a RxM approach. Hard failures of equipment are more
expensive to repair due to costs of procuring parts on
short lead time, collateral damage to the machine, and the
labor cost of over time repair. These are direct costs and
do not take into account any indirect cost such as ill-will
or personnel problems resulting from the breakdown.
Will Goetz’s graph shows that preventive maintenance is
ineffective and results in more loss of time than RxM.

Industry 4.0
Industry 4.0 is a name for the current trend of
automation and data exchange in manufacturing
technologies. It includes cyber-physical systems,
IIoT, cloud computing and cognitive computing.
Industry 4.0 creates what has been called a
“smart factory”. It is called Industry 4.0 because
it is the fourth industrial revolution. The three
prior revolutions of the modern era are:
1. Mechanization, water power, steam power
2. Mass production, assembly line, conveyors,
electric power
3. Electronics, computers, IT, multi-axis
industrial robots
Modern information and communication
technologies like cyber-physical system, big
data analytics and cloud computing, will help
early detection of process defects (scrap) and
production failures (downtime), thus enabling
their prevention and increasing productivity,
quality, and agility benefits in job shops that have
significant competitive value.
Big data analytics consists of 6Cs in the
integrated Industry 4.0 and cyber physical
systems environment. The 6C system comprises:
1. Connection (sensor and networks)
2. Cloud (computing and data on demand)
3. Cyber (model & memory)
4.Content/context (meaning and correlation)
5. Community (sharing & collaboration)
6.Customization (personalization and value)
In this scenario and in order to provide useful
insight to foundry management, data has to be
processed with advanced tools (analytics and
algorithms) to generate meaningful information.
Considering the presence of visible and invisible
issues in a foundry, the information generation
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algorithm has to be capable
of detecting and addressing
invisible issues such as machine
degradation, component wear, etc.
on the foundry floor.
Imagine a rotary table casting
machine sending a notice that a
wheel bearing on station six will
fail in the next ten days. Then
create and schedule a work order
specifying if the bearing is to be
replaced or simply greased.
For a foundry or system to be
considered Industry 4.0, it must
include:
• Interoperability
machines, devices, sensors
and people that connect and
communicate with one another.
• Information transparency
the systems create a virtual
copy of the physical world
through sensor data in order
to contextualize information.
• Technical assistance
both the ability of the systems
to support personnel in making
decisions and solving problems
and the ability to assist with
tasks that are too difficult or
unsafe for people.
• Decentralized decision-making
the ability of cyber-physical
systems to make simple
decisions on their own and
become as autonomous as
possible.

Challenges and Risks
The rate at which foundries are
turning to robots and eventually
IIoT is growing and with this
growth comes the potential for
systems to be hacked. Hacking and
network security risks are there.
Challenges in implementation of
Industry 4.0:
• IT security issues, which are
greatly aggravated by the
inherent need to open up those
previously closed production
shops
• Reliability and stability needed
for critical machine-to-machine
communication (M2M), including
very short and stable latency
times
• Need to maintain the integrity
of production processes
• Need to avoid any IT snags,
as those would cause expensive
production outages
• Need to protect industrial know
how (contained also in the
control files for the industrial
automation gear)

Every foundry and manufacturing
company is on the road to IIoT
and Industry 4.0. One might be at
2.6 or 3.1 but a manufacturer must
accept the challenge and make
the change one step at a time.
By doing this we can expect zero
downtime in gravity die-casting.
Additionally, we can also expect
to attract a younger and higher
skilled workforce. We will retain
them longer by providing greater
mental challenges and less “getting
hot and dirty on the foundry floor”.
Where do USA foundries stand in
the global acceptance of IIoT and
Industry 4.0? With this being a
German concept puts Germany
and Western Europe in first place,
but China and India are in a strong
race for second and third with
the USA coming in last. It is time
for American foundries to accept
the future of the global foundry
industry and work towards zero
downtime.

• Lack of adequate skill-sets to
expedite the march towards the
fourth industrial revolution
• Threat of redundancy of the
corporate IT department
• General reluctance to change
by stakeholders
• Loss of many jobs to automatic
processes and IT-controlled
processes, especially for lower
educated parts of society
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